Adding value to your organization

**iEnvision ISR**

The solution for the management of research requests or evidence generation programs

- As your ISR program continues to grow, you need a system that can grow with you, and if you've reached a point where you need to streamline your processes so they're not holding you back – you're not alone
- We understand that the identification and generation of evidence beyond clinical trial data is a significant component of any pharmaceutical company's medical affairs activity
- iEnvision ISR is a purpose-built solution that makes it simple to efficiently and compliantly manage all externally sponsored research (eg, ISR, collaborative) from submission through execution and close out of the study
- Envision Pharma Group has provided solutions to support research requests and the management of evidence generation since 2006

**Save time**

Easy-to-use web portal collects all required data, reducing the need to request or find additional information

**Efficient and compliant progression to publication/data disclosure**

Ability to enter publication plans and data can be automatically pushed into Datavision® for planning purposes

**Effective high-level study program management**

Ability to align projects to medical objectives/strategies to determine data gaps and report appropriately

**Progress projects efficiently**

Auto notifications triggered by status or date (eg, Project Update Notification, institutional review board [IRB] expiration)

**Confidence in compliance with the ability to investigate queries**

Documentation of all reviews, reconciliation, and close out processes with a full audit trail of all changes and organizational checks

**Effective study portfolio performance**

Key performance indicators are visible on real-time Dashboards (eg, number of submissions, approval rate, number of publications)

**Ensure all relevant steps in your project are covered from day one**

A standardized workflow in line with industry standards and can be configured to a company's standard operating procedures (SOPs)

**Strategic alignment and elimination of redundancies**

Allow local and global visibility into all studies and outcomes

**Ensure the currency and accuracy of your reported information**

Ability to filter and develop real-time ad hoc reports

**Collaborative reviews**

doDOC allows for real-time, collaborative reviews of protocols and project deliverables, enabling faster approvals
ISR workflow – Helping your business achieve its external evidence goals

iEnvision – The global medical affairs platform

The rapidly evolving medical affairs functional landscape and its growing importance within pharmaceutical companies is accompanied by an increasingly complex world of stakeholder and partner interactions, connections, and compliance requirements. iEnvision is an advanced software platform supporting medical affairs-led business transformation, operational excellence, and connectivity – purpose-built to help strategically plan and manage medical evidence generation, grant programs, and communication activities.

**IMPROVE EFFICIENCY**
- Reduce internal support and training needs
- Complete processes in a timely manner
- Achieve seamless collaboration

**AID COMPLIANCE**
- Align processes with industry standards
- Create auditable project records
- Maintain visibility and governance of both global and local activities

**DELIVER IMPACT**
- Identify gaps in evidence
- Achieve organizational goals
- Align medical and communication plans with strategy
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For further information or to arrange a demonstration, please contact enquiries@envisionpharma.com

envisionpharmagroup.com/technology